
Thank you for your purchase of the Gingko Drum Light Speaker.
Please read the instruction manual carefully to achieve the

best performance of this product.

DRUM
Light Bluetooth Speaker



Product Instruction
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ON / OFF / TWS PAIRING

Type C USB Charging Port
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It includes a  Drum Light Speaker, a USB C charging cable
and a instruction manual booklet.



Product Operation Guide

ON/ OFF:
Press and hold the          button for 3 seconds to turn the
speaker ON or OFF

Play / Pause:
Press the         button once to pause or resume.
Please note the speaker will turn off if left idle for 5 minutes.

5V Type C USB Charging:
The speaker takes approximately 1.5 - 2 hours to be fully charged.
Red Light Flashing: Device charging
Solid Red Light: Device fully charged

(You may connect the USB charging lead to any 5V USB charger to
charge the product, such as smart phone charger
or a computer USB port)

Type C USB charging port

Red Light Flashing - Charging
Red Light Solid - Fully Charged

ON / OFF



Bluetooth Pairing

Bluetooth Pairing:

Turn on Bluetooth on your device and find ‘Gingko Drum
Speaker’ and touch to connect (10m range max)

When the indication light is flashing in white, it means searching
for a bluetooth device and when it’s in solid white light, it means
device paired succesfully.

White Light Flashing - Pairing
White Light Solid - Pairing Successful

Gingko Drum
Light Speaker



TWS (True Wireless Stereo) Pairing

This product has TWS technology built in so you can enjoy stereo quality
sound when you have 2 Mini Drum Light Speakers

1. Turn on both speakers by pressing and holding down the power button
for 3 seconds and make sure both speakers are not paired with any other
bluetooth device first.

2. Quickly double click the power button on one or both speakers and they
should pair in 15 seconds with a beep sound.

3. If the pairing is unsuccessful, turn both devices off and try it again by
following the step 1 and 2 again. When paired, the main speaker indication
light will flash and the other device light will stay on.

4. To unpair the devices, double click the power button.

The two devices will be automatically paired once they have
been turned on if they have been paired before.

Press the power button once on either speaker will pause or
resume



Lamp Mode

To activate lamp mode, turn the lamp
side to the top. Double click the power
button to change between the 2
brightness. The light will switch off when
turned upside down.

Side Way Speaker Mode
You can also turn the speaker side
way for the speaker to project a more
amplified sounds. See the left picture.

Lamp and Speaker Mode
Turn the speaker side way when turned
on and roll onto one side to switch the
light on. Roll the other way to switch the
light off.
See right picture.



Warranty

Product Care

This product is covered under one year manufacturer warranty starting from
the date of purchase. Within the warranty period, any repair service or
components replacement will be provided for free. Warranty does not apply
to the following circumstances:

1. Product failure due to improper use, misuse, drops, abuse, alteration, faulty
installation, power line surge or modification
2. Product failure due to acts of nature such as natural disaster, fire, flood, or
casualty.
3. Any damage caused to the charging port by user error is not covered by the
manufacturer warranty.

1. The product is made of natural wood, any natural wood grain on the wood
is not a product fault.
2. Heavy drop or misuse of this product could cause damage to the device
and the wooden exterior.
3. You may use a wet cloth to clean the wooden exterior, however do not
have direct contact with water as this product is not water proof.
4. Only use 5V USB charging adaptors(Not included) to charge this product.

Warranty & Product Care



If you have any further queries about this product,
please feel free to get in touch with us at

          customerservices@gingkodesign.co.uk

Unit C23c Holly Farm Business Park, Kenilworth
CV8 1NP, United Kingdom


